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Abstract
In most vertebrate neurons, spikes initiate in the axonal initial segment (AIS). When
recorded in the soma, they have a surprisingly sharp onset, as if sodium (Na) channels
opened abruptly. The main view stipulates that spikes initiate in a conventional manner at
the distal end of the AIS, then progressively sharpen as they backpropagate to the soma.
We examined the biophysical models used to substantiate this view, and we found that
spikes do not initiate through a local axonal current loop that propagates along the axon, but
through a global current loop encompassing the AIS and soma, which forms an electrical
dipole. Therefore, the phenomenon is not adequately modeled as the backpropagation of
an electrical wave along the axon, since the wavelength would be as large as the entire system. Instead, in these models, we found that spike initiation rather follows the critical resistive coupling model proposed recently, where the Na current entering the AIS is matched by
the axial resistive current flowing to the soma. Besides demonstrating it by examining the
balance of currents at spike initiation, we show that the observed increase in spike sharpness along the axon is artifactual and disappears when an appropriate measure of rapidness is used; instead, somatic onset rapidness can be predicted from spike shape at
initiation site. Finally, we reproduce the phenomenon in a two-compartment model, showing
that it does not rely on propagation. In these models, the sharp onset of somatic spikes is
therefore not an artifact of observing spikes at the incorrect location, but rather the signature
that spikes are initiated through a global soma-AIS current loop forming an electrical dipole.

Data Availability Statement: Code for the models
(DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.344951) and a
supplementary movie file (DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.
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In most vertebrate neurons, action potentials are generated by the opening of sodium (Na)
channels in the axon initial segment (AIS) [1]. According to the standard textbook account,
spikes initiate through the interplay between two local transmembrane currents, when the
inward Na current exceeds the outward leak current, carried mostly by potassium (K) (Fig
1A). Because macroscopically Na channels open gradually with depolarization (Boltzmann
slope factor: ka  6 mV [2], spike onset appears smooth in standard isopotential neuron models (Fig 1B, top left). In contrast, the onset of spikes recorded at the soma of cortical neurons
appears very sharp: in a voltage trace, spikes appear to suddenly rise from resting potential [3]
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Fig 1. Theories of spike initiation. (A) Standard account of spike initiation: spike initiation results from the
interplay between Na current and K current (mostly leak) flowing through the membrane at the initiation site.
(B) Top: The isopotential Hodgkin-Huxley model produces spikes with smooth onset (left), exhibiting a
gradual increase in dV/dt as a function of membrane potential V (right: onset rapidness measured as the slope
at 20 mV/ms = 5.6 ms-1). Bottom: cortical neurons have somatic spikes with sharp onsets (left), with steep
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increase in dV/dt as a function of V (onset rapidness: 28.8 ms-1; human cortical data from [4]). (C)
Backpropagation hypothesis: spikes are initiated according to the conventional account, with a local axonal
current loop propagating towards the soma. (D) Critical resistive coupling hypothesis: owing to the strong
resistive coupling between the two sites and the soma acting as a current sink, spike initiation results from the
interplay between Na current and axial current. Spikes then initiate through a global current loop
encompassing AIS and soma, which behaves as an electrical dipole.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g001

(Fig 1B, bottom, human cortical pyramidal neuron from [4], as if all Na channels opened at
once.
It has been proposed that Na channels in the AIS cooperate, so that they actually open all at
once instead of gradually as a function of local voltage [3,5]. However, this phenomenon has
not been observed in the AIS (see Discussion). In addition, detailed multicompartmental models with standard biophysics can exhibit sharp somatic spikes [6,7], when Na channel density is
high enough [8]). According to the backpropagation hypothesis, this phenomenon is due to the
progressive sharpening of spike onset between the axonal initiation site and the soma, partly
due to the Na channels placed between the two sites (Fig 1C; [7]). In this view, spike initiation
follows the standard account: a spike initiates at a distal point of the AIS through a local current loop, and the electrical wave progressively propagates along the axon towards the soma,
while its shape becomes sharper. In this view, the somatic kink does not bear any significance
for excitability, since it only appears after spike initiation. This point is disputed because
input-output properties and other features of excitability do not empirically match the predictions of standard accounts of spike initiation [9,10].
A theoretical study proposed a different view, which we will call critical resistive coupling
[11]. The soma acts as a current sink for the initiation site because of the size difference and
the short distance between the two sites. It follows that the Na current at spike initiation is not
opposed by local transmembrane currents (the leak current), but by the resistive axial current
flowing to the soma (Fig 1D). Consequently, spikes initiate through a global current loop that
encloses the AIS and soma, rather than a local axonal current loop: Na current through the
AIS, resistive current between soma and AIS, capacitive current through the soma, and resistive current in the extracellular space to close the loop. Thus the soma and AIS form an electrical dipole at spike initiation, and it is therefore not appropriate to speak of wave propagation
(the wavelength would enclose both the soma and AIS). When the product of axial resistance
and Na conductance is greater than a critical value, Na channels open as a discontinuous function of somatic voltage, with consequences not only on somatic spike shape but also on inputoutput properties of neurons [10]. This explanation attributes no role to active backpropagation or to the somatodendritic capacitance, beyond the requirement that the capacitance must
be large enough for the soma to act as a current sink.
Critical resistive coupling theory is based on an idealized electrical model consisting of two
sites connected by a resistor, a clamped soma and an axonal initiation site, including only the
Na current and neglecting all time-dependent effects (capacitance, activation dynamics). It
was illustrated in a simplified ball-and-stick cable model, with non-inactivating Na channels
clustered at one point and no K channels. Thus, which of the critical resistive coupling and
backpropagation hypotheses applies has not been determined in detailed biophysical models.
We therefore examined multicompartmental models of spike initiation, including models
that were previously used to substantiate the backpropagation hypothesis, to determine which
of the critical resistive coupling and backpropagation hypotheses actually applies. We found
that: 1) the soma and AIS form an electrical dipole at spike initiation; 2) Na channels open as a
discontinuous function of somatic voltage; 3) at spike initiation, the main current opposing
the Na current is the axial resistive current; 4) excitability increases with intracellular
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resistivity; 5) active backpropagation is neither sufficient nor necessary for sharp spike initiation; 6) provided the somatodendritic compartment is large enough, its size has no quantitative impact on somatic onset rapidness; 7) the apparent sharpening of spikes as they
backpropagate to the soma is an artifact of the measure of rapidness; in contrast, somatic onset
rapidness can be predicted from spike shape at the initiation site. Finally, we show that the
phenomenon can be reproduced by a model with only two resistively coupled compartments
and standard channel properties. We conclude that in standard biophysical models, the biophysical basis of sharp somatic spikes is not backpropagation but critical resistive coupling,
where spikes initiate through a global current loop encompassing the soma and AIS, rather
than local current loops propagating towards the soma. This implies that in these models the
sharpness of spike initiation is not an artifact, but a feature of normal (i.e., not ectopic) spike
initiation through the soma-AIS dipole.

Results
Intracellular and extracellular features of sharp spike initiation in
multicompartmental models
We examined two multicompartmental Hodgkin-Huxley models that display somatic spikes
with sharp onset ([7]; see Methods): one with an idealized morphology consisting of a uniform
cylindrical axon (diameter 1 μm, length 50 μm) and a larger cylindrical soma (Fig 2, left column), and one with the reconstructed morphology of a cortical pyramidal cell (Fig 2, middle
column). Action potentials are initiated in the axon, which has a high density of Na channels
(8000 pS/μm2), and regenerated in the soma, which has a lower density of Na channels (800
pS/μm2). In both models, voltage traces show a distinct “kink” at the onset of somatic spikes
(Fig 2A, top, orange), which appears also when somatic Na channels are blocked (dotted
orange). This kink is not present in the axonal spike (blue). Phase plots of dV/dt versus membrane potential V are biphasic (Fig 2A, bottom), with a first component corresponding to the
axonal Na current and a second component due to the somatic Na current. The sharpness of
spike onset appears as a steep slope at threshold in the phase plots, called “initial phase slope”
or “onset rapidness” (Na channels in the soma: 52.5 ms-1 and 52 ms-1 in the simple and
detailed model, respectively; no Na channels in the soma: 55.6 ms-1 and 54 ms-1; compare with
Fig 1B: 5.6 ms-1; see Methods). We also examined spike initiation in the same way in another
multicompartmental model of rat cortical pyramidal cell, where the models of Na and K currents were fitted to patch-clamp measurements in those neurons, separately in soma and AIS
[12]. The same qualitative features were observed (Fig 2, right column).

Extracellular field at spike initiation
We then examined the extracellular field at spike initiation in the simple model (Fig 3 and S1
Movie). At the very beginning of the spike (Fig 3A), the current injected at the soma is seen to
exit the soma and part of it enters the distal end of the AIS. At the peak of the distal axonal
spike (Fig 3B), which corresponds to the knee of the somatic spike, the electrical field clearly
shows that the soma and AIS form an electrical dipole, with current entering the AIS, flowing
to the soma, exiting at the soma and returning through the extracellular space. During repolarization (Fig 3C), the soma-AIS dipole is inverted, with current flowing intracellularly from
soma to AIS, and extracellularly from AIS to soma.
It is important to notice that even though the intracellular spike appears at the soma after a
substantial delay following the axonal spike (Fig 3D), the electrical dipole forms very quickly
over the entire system (Fig 3E). This discrepancy is due to the fact that the soma has a large
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Fig 2. Intracellular features of sharp spike initiation in multicompartmental models. Left: model with simplified somaaxon geometry. Middle: cortical pyramidal cell model with morphological reconstruction from [7]. Right: pyramidal cell model
from [12]. (A) Somatic voltage trace of a spike, with (solid orange) and without (dotted orange) somatic Na channels, and axonal
spike (blue). (B) Phase plot of the same trace, showing dV/dt versus membrane potential V.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g002

capacitance and therefore a large charging time. Thus, the delay between the axonal and
somatic spikes is better understood as a charging time (as an electrode charging a cell) rather
than a propagation time.
The formation of the soma-AIS dipole at spike initiation manifests itself as negative extracellular potential near the AIS (current entering the AIS) and positive extracellular potential
near the soma (current leaving the soma), as seen in Fig 3E. Near the soma, this is followed
by a negative peak corresponding to the somatic spike, and a smaller positive peak corresponding to the repolarization. Near the AIS, the negative peak is followed by a positive
potential corresponding to the somatic spike (inversion of the dipole) and the axonal repolarization. Fig 3F and 3G show extracellular recordings next to the soma and AIS, recorded
experimentally in two different neurons. There are clearly quantitative differences with Fig
3E, which depend both on the particular model and the position of the extracellular electrodes, but the same extracellular features of a dipole are seen. However, the precise temporal
relationship between the extracellular waveforms of the two sites would be necessary to draw
firm conclusions.
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Fig 3. Extracellular field at spike initiation. (A)-(C), Extracellular potential (color coded) and electrical field (arrows) around the
simplified neuron (white box and line), at three different times indicated in (D) and (E). (D), Intracellular voltage trace at the soma and
AIS distal end. (E), Extracellular potential near the soma and AIS distal end. (F), Extracellular recording near the soma of two cortical
neurons (from [13]). (G), Extracellular AP recording near the AIS (grey) of a cortical pyramidal cell (from [14]).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g003
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Currents at spike initiation
The sharpness of spike initiation is not only seen in the initial shape of action potentials. It also
appears in voltage-clamp (Fig 4). In the same 3 models used in Fig 2, we recorded currents in
somatic voltage-clamp, with an ideal configuration (access resistance Rs = 0.1 MO), varying
the command potential from 1 mV below spike threshold to 5 mV above it (Fig 3A). This type
of recording can be challenging in practice because the pipette resistance introduces artifacts
when passing large currents (see Discussion), but this was not the case in these simulations.
We notice that recorded currents do not increase gradually with voltage, as when recording an
isopotential patch of membrane, but instead have all-or-none characteristics: there is no current 1 mV below threshold (black), and a very large current (10–20 nA) just above threshold
(red). Current amplitude varies little, but latency decreases when command potential is
increased. We can see that this current mirrors the membrane potential in the distal AIS,
where a spike is produced (Fig 4A, bottom). Thus these currents recorded in somatic voltageclamp correspond to axial currents coming from the AIS.
Plotting the peak current as a function of command potential shows that the peak current
increases discontinuously when the voltage command exceeds a threshold value (Fig 4B, top),
which is close to the voltage at spike onset measured in current-clamp (-60 mV, -58.2 mV and
-62.2 mV in voltage-clamp vs. -59.7 mV, -56 mV and -65.3 mV in current-clamp, when dV/
dt = 5 mV/ms). Blocking the somatic Na channels has no effect on this discontinuity (dotted
orange). This discontinuity in the current-voltage relationship corresponds to a discontinuity
in the proportion of open Na channels in the initiation site (distal end of the axon) as a function of somatic voltage (Fig 4B, bottom), even though the activation curve of Na channels is
smooth: effectively, Na channels open simultaneously as a function of somatic (but not axonal)
voltage.
At first sight, it might seem trivial that a spike is produced when the somatic voltage exceeds
a threshold. Yet, this is not the case in case in isopotential models, spatially extended models
with somatic initiation [17], or axonal models [18], where a charge or a voltage threshold may
apply depending on cases. A voltage threshold is a defining feature of integrate-and-fire models and a property of models with distal axonal initiation [10], but only when the axial resistance between soma and axonal initiation site is large enough (hence the name critical resistive
coupling) [11]. Therefore, the phenomenon of sharp initiation is not only about spike shape,
but also about the way the axonal current changes with somatic voltage. Specifically, a very
small change in somatic voltage can produce a very large change in axonal current. This phenomenon is the basic feature of the critical resistive coupling model [11], which also predicts
the inverse relation between latency and distance to threshold characteristic of a saddle-node
bifurcation. It can be reproduced by a two-compartment model ([15], Fig 3A).
Empirically, this phenomenon has been observed in motoneurons [16], cortical pyramidal
cells and inferior olivary neurons [15]. An example is shown on Fig 4C in a raphé neuron
(from [15]). Peak current shows a discontinuity when command potential is increased (right,
red), except when axonal Na channels are inactivated with a prepulse (black). Note that the
somatic contribution to the current (depolarized range) is smaller than in our simulations
because TTX was applied to reduce the current so as to ensure proper voltage control. Fig 4D
shows similar data, but obtained with a two-electrode voltage-clamp and no TTX in a cat
motoneuron [16].
The phenomenon is also robust to changes in Nav channel density. Fig 5 shows the current-voltage relationship measured at the soma in the simple model, with half and twice the
conductance density used in Fig 4 (left). Despite large changes in the maximum current (proportional to gNa), the same discontinuity is seen, with a different threshold. A multiplicative
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Fig 4. Currents at spike initiation. (A) Somatic voltage-clamp recordings. Top: somatic membrane potential,
spaced by 1 mV increments from threshold (red), with one trace just below threshold. Middle: recorded
currents. Bottom: membrane potential at the AIS end. (B) Top: peak current measured in somatic voltage-
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clamp versus holding voltage, with and without somatic Na channels, showing a discontinuity. Bottom: peak
proportion of open Na channels at the distal axonal end versus holding voltage (variable m3 representing
activation is shown for the first two models; variable o representing current-passing state is shown for the third
model). (C) Left, Current traces experimentally measured in somatic voltage-clamp in raphé neuron (from
[15]). Right, Peak current vs. command voltage (red; the black curve is obtained when axonal Na channels are
inactivated with a prepulse). (D) Same as (C), but in a two-electrode somatic voltage-clamp of a cat
motoneuron [16]. Voltage is relative to the resting potential.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g004

change in conductance density results in an additive shift of the threshold, as theoretically predicted [11,19].
We then examined the balance of currents near threshold at the axonal initiation site (Fig
6). In all three models, the main current opposing the Na current (red) is the axial current
flowing to the soma (black), while the K current (green) becomes significant only near the
peak of the axonal spike. In this figure, transmembrane currents are summed over the AIS
membrane, and the axial current is measured at the soma-axon junction. A similar balance is
observed when the Na conductance is doubled or halved (Fig 7). Thus, at spike initiation, the
initial dynamics of the spike is determined by the interaction between the axial and Na current,
rather than between the K (mainly leak) and Na current. This reflects the fact that current
flows intracellularly between the two poles of the soma-AIS dipole (Fig 3). If follows in particular that axial resistance rather than membrane resistance should determine excitability.

Excitability increases with intracellular resistivity
A consequence of this unconventional balance of currents is that the axial resistance between
the soma and initiation site has a direct and possibly counter-intuitive impact on excitability: if
axial resistance is increased, the neuron should become more excitable, despite the fact that the

Fig 5. Peak current versus holding voltage in somatic voltage-clamp, using the simple model with
different Nav channel conductance densities (from half to twice the initial value used in Fig 4).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g005
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Fig 6. Balance of currents at spike initiation. (A) Axonal spike. (B) Rising phase of the spike. (C) Na (red), K (green) and axial (green) current traces at
the axonal initiation site. Na and K currents are summed over the AIS membrane; axial current is measured at the soma-axon junction.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g006

electrotonic distance of the initiation site increases. Axial resistance is proportional to the
resistivity Ri of the intracellular medium. We therefore tested this prediction by manipulating
the intracellular resistivity Ri in the model (Fig 8A). When Ri is increased to 250 O.cm (orange)
compared to 150 O.cm originally (green), spikes are initiated at a lower voltage. Conversely,
when Ri is decreased to 30 O.cm, spikes are initiated at a higher voltage (light blue). When Ri is
decreased further to 1 O.cm, the kink at spike onset disappears (dark blue). In all these cases
except when Ri = 1 O.cm where the cell is essentially isopotential, spikes initiate in the axon.
The same effect is seen in somatic voltage-clamp (Fig 8B): the discontinuity in current is
seen at increasingly higher voltages as resistivity decreases. These curves also demonstrate
another feature of resistive coupling: as resistivity decreases, the peak current increases. This
occurs because the resistive current is inversely proportional to resistance, by Ohm’s law.
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Fig 7. Balance of currents at spike initiation in the simple model, with different Nav channel
conductance densities (from half to twice the initial value used in Fig 4). Same conventions as in Fig 6.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g007

Thus, as resistivity increases, the neuron becomes less excitable (higher threshold) but the
axon transmits a larger current at initiation.
Finally, when intracellular resistivity is decreased further (Fig 8B, dark blue), the phenomenon disappears, as predicted by the critical resistive coupling hypothesis: axonal current and
proportion of open Na channels vary gradually with somatic voltage. In summary, excitability
depends on the resistance between soma and AIS, and not only on local membrane properties
of the initiation site.

Sharp spike initiation requires a large enough somatodendritic
compartment
A requirement of critical resistive coupling is that the soma effectively clamps the voltage at
the beginning of the axon at spike initiation, which can occur if the somatodendritic compartment is large enough [11]. We therefore show how spike initiation is affected by changing
soma size in the simple model (Fig 9). As was previously noted [7], the kink at spike onset
entirely disappears when the soma has the same diameter as the axon (Fig 9A, left; phase slope
at 20 mV/ms: 5 ms-1) and only appears when the soma is large enough (Fig 9A, middle and
right; phase slope at 20 mV/ms: 12 and 31 ms-1; maximum phase slope of first component: 50
and 42 ms-1), or when a dendrite is added [7]. Yet in all cases, when the soma is voltage-
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Fig 8. Impact of intracellular resistivity Ri on excitability. (A) Spikes are triggered by a slow current ramp,
for different values of Ri between 1 Ω.cm and 250 Ω.cm (green: original value). The neuron is more excitable
for larger values of Ri. (B) Current vs. somatic voltage in somatic voltage-clamp (as in Fig 2B) and fraction of
open Na channels vs. somatic voltage, for different values of Ri.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g008

clamped, both the Na current and the proportion of open Na channels change abruptly
when the somatic voltage exceeds a threshold (Fig 4). This phenomenon is not explained by
backpropagation.
Why does the discontinuity in somatic voltage-clamp result in sharp spike onsets when the
soma is large but not when it is small? On Fig 9C, we show the voltage along the axon at different moments of the spike upstroke, when somatic voltage is -58, -54, -40 and 30 mV (corresponding to the colored disks on Fig 9A). In the case of the uniform axon (left), the neuron is
essentially isopotential: the entire axon is depolarized synchronously. The situation is different
when the soma is large (middle and right): at spike initiation, the soma almost clamps the
proximal end of the axon while the voltage at the distal end rises with the Na influx. That is,
the somatic current-clamp configuration corresponds, from the viewpoint of the axon, to a
voltage-clamp of the start of the axon at the time scale of spike initiation. Thus the current discontinuity seen in somatic voltage-clamp (Fig 9B) also appears in current-clamp near spike
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Fig 9. Influence of soma size on spike initiation. (A) Somatic voltage trace and phase plot. (B) Peak Na current (left) and proportion of open axonal
Na channels (right) versus holding potential in somatic voltage-clamp. (C) Membrane potential across the neuron at different instants near spike
initiation. (D) Balance of currents at initiation site (bottom) near spike initiation (top and middle: voltage trace).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g009
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initiation, resulting in the sharp onset of spikes (Fig 9A). Accordingly, the axial current is the
main current opposing the Na current at the initiation site, meaning that the soma is a current
sink for the initiation site, which is not the case with the uniform axon, where the axial current
is small (Fig 9D).

Backpropagation does not sharpen spikes
Next, we show that the spike does not actually sharpen as it travels to the soma, and furthermore onset rapidness does not depend on somatodendritic capacitance, once the basic phenomenon is present. The sharp somatic spike onset is not a sharpened axonal spike onset, but
rather reflects the maximum rapidness of the axonal spike, observed at a higher voltage.
We first make a methodological point. The standard way of measuring onset rapidness is to
calculate the slope of the phase plot (dV/dt vs. V) at an arbitrary value of dV/dt (typically 5–20
mV/ms). In real somatic recordings, the phase plot is approximately linear over a wide enough
range of dV/dt values, so that the exact choice is not critical [8] (see Fig 2F therein), all the
more than it generally corresponds to only a few data points. However, in models where morphological parameters are varied over several orders of magnitude, this choice of dV/dt can be
important. Fig 10A (left) shows the phase plot of a spike in the simple model, for a somatic
area of 3,000 μm2 (grey) and 10,000 μm2 (orange). It appears that the phase plot is linear
around different values of dV/dt in the two cases (25 mV/ms and 60 mV/ms). When measured
in the linear region of the phase plot, phase slope is similar in the two cases (40 and 50 ms-1).
But when measured at the same value of dV/dt, phase slope can be very different in the two
cases: at 20 mV/ms, it is about 3 times larger with the larger soma than with the smaller soma
(Fig 10A, right). This is artifactual because the measurements are done in different parts of the
spike. Therefore, we defined onset rapidness as the phase slope in the linear part of the phase
plot, which corresponds to the maximum phase slope of the first component of the phase plot.
To isolate the contribution to onset rapidness due to the axonal current, in the following
analysis we removed somatic Na channels from the models. As is shown on Fig 10B for a
somatic area of 10,000 μm2 (left), the presence of somatic Na channels makes a small but significant difference in onset rapidness (39 ms-1 with and 53 ms-1 without). Fig 10B (right)
shows the axonal spike at the distal initiation site (dark blue) and at different places along the
axon (light blue), when somatic Na channels are removed. It appears that the maximum dV/dt
decreases approximately linearly as it travels to the soma, which can be directly explained by a
resistive effect. In the critical resistive coupling hypothesis, the soma is driven at spike initiation by an axonal current that is essentially resistive, so that somatic onset rapidness should be
determined by properties of the axonal spike at the initiation site. Specifically, somatic onset
rapidness should equal the slope of a tangent to the axonal phase plot passing through spike
threshold (see Methods), a value of the same magnitude as the maximum phase slope. As is
shown on Fig 10B (red), this theoretical prediction is satisfied in this model (50 ms-1 vs. 53
ms-1). In addition, the theory predicts that the same should hold at all axonal points between
initiation site and soma, which is also approximately the case here (the red line is also almost
tangent to all light blue curves). Thus, spikes do not sharpen as they travel to the soma; rather,
the maximum phase slope is reached at lower and lower voltages.
This theoretical prediction matches somatic onset rapidness when somatic area is varied
over several orders of magnitude (Fig 10C, left). In fact, it can be seen that, as soon as somatic
area is larger than a few hundred μm2, somatic onset rapidness (orange) does not depend
much on somatic area. For comparison, Fig 10C (right) shows the change in total somatic
capacitance over the same variation in somatic area. It may appear so only when onset rapidness is measured at a fixed value of dV/dt (grey), for the reasons explained above, as also
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Fig 10. Somatic onset rapidness. (A) Phase plot of a somatic spike with a large soma (orange, 10,000 μm2)
and a small soma (gray, 3,000 μm2). The phase plot is linear (corresponding to locally constant phase slope)
around dV/dt = 25 mV/ms in the former case and around 60 mV/ms in the latter case. Maximum phase slope
is similar in both cases (39.3 and 49.5 ms-1). (B) Left: phase plot for a large soma (10,000 μm2). The presence
of somatic Na channels slightly decreases onset rapidness (orange, slope: 39 ms-1). Without them, onset
rapidness is 52.6 ms-1. Right: phase plots at different points along the axon (dotted blue: soma; dark blue:
distal end; light blue: intermediate axonal positions). The prediction of somatic onset rapidness based on
resistive coupling is the maximum slope of a tangent to the phase plot intersecting the spike initiation point,
which gives 50 ms-1 at the distal end (red line). (C) Left: Somatic onset rapidness (orange) and prediction from
axonal phase plots (blue) as a function of soma area for the simple model. The morphologically detailed
model and the simple model with a dendrite are also shown on the right. Grey: somatic phase slope at 20 mV/
ms. Right: For comparison, total somatic capacitance is shown as a function of soma area. (D) Somatic (left)
and axonal (right) phase plots of a spike digitized from [7]. Maximum phase slopes are similar.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g010
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observed by [20] in a model with a dendrite of varying size. Note that the high values of onset
rapidness for small soma are somewhat artifactual because they correspond to a case when the
somatic phase plot is monophasic and maximum onset rapidness is reached at very high voltages (Fig 9, left column).
We examined the simultaneous recordings of a spike in the soma and AIS bleb shown in
[7] so as to test the theoretical prediction. Fig 10D shows the digitized phase plots of the spike
measured at the two sites. In the soma (orange), onset rapidness was about 25 ms-1. In the AIS
(blue), the phase plot was nearly linear in the rising phase, with a slope of 23 ms-1 (note the different vertical scale). This match supports the resistive coupling hypothesis.
Thus, neither active backpropagation nor capacitive effects of the somatodendritic compartment sharpen spikes. Rather, the same value of maximum rapidness is reached at a lower
voltage in the soma than in the axon. In fact, not only are spikes not sharpened by propagation,
but their maximum slope (dV/dt) is in fact scaled down as they approach the soma (Fig 10B,
right), in agreement with the resistive coupling theory and with direct axonal measurements
([2]; Fig 6b therein).

Active backpropagation is not necessary for sharp spike initiation
We have seen that active backpropagation is not sufficient for sharp spike initiation. We next
show that it is also not necessary (Fig 11), both in the simple model (left column) and the
morphologically detailed model (right column). We move all axonal Na channels to the same
compartment, thereby suppressing active backpropagation. The exact result depends on the
location of that compartment, in agreement with theoretical predictions [11], but in all cases,
phase plots are biphasic, with initial onset rapidness between 46 and 71 ms-1 for the simple
model and between 56 and 76 ms-1 for the detailed model (Fig 11A). In detail, the voltage at
spike onset decreases with increasing distance of the Na channels, and so does the maximum
dV/dt in the first component of the phase plot. These features appear more clearly in somatic
voltage-clamp (Fig 11B). In all cases, Na channels open as a step function of somatic voltage.
The spike threshold, corresponding to the discontinuity point in the current-voltage relationship, decreases when Na channels are placed further away, and peak axonal Na current also
decreases with increasing distance. Thus the neuron is more excitable when Na channels are
placed further away, but the axonal current transmitted to the soma is smaller. These two features are predicted by critical resistive coupling because the resistive axo-somatic current is
smaller when Na channels are further away, so that a smaller Na current is required to trigger
a spike, and a smaller resistive current is transmitted to the soma [11]. Despite these quantitative variations with the distance of the initiation site, the sharpness of spike initiation is unaffected by the exact distance: except when Na channels are very close to the soma, somatic
onset rapidness is essentially independent of Na channel distance, around 70 ms-1 (Fig 11C).
This value is also close (in fact slightly higher) to the value obtained when Na channels are distributed across the AIS (about 50 ms-1). Therefore active backpropagation is not necessary to
produce sharp spikes, and in fact does not contribute in making spikes sharper.

Sharp somatic onset is reproduced by a model with two resistively
coupled compartments
Finally, we designed a minimal two-compartment model that displays these features (Fig 12A).
The model included only Na and K channels with voluntarily highly simplified kinetics, with
single gates and voltage-independent time constants, so as to show that the phenomenon is
due to critical resistive coupling and not to specificities of channel kinetics (equilibrium values
of gating variables shown in Fig 12A). The maximum somatic Na conductance determines the
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Fig 11. Active backpropagation is not necessary for sharp initiation. Left: model with simplified somaaxon geometry. Right: cortical pyramidal cell model with morphological reconstruction. (A) Axonal Na
channels are moved to a single axonal location (3 different locations shown). Left: voltage traces; right: phase
plots. (B) Peak Na current (left) and proportion of open axonal Na channels (right) versus holding potential in
somatic voltage-clamp. (C) Onset rapidness as a function of AIS position.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g011

threshold for spike regeneration in the soma (second component of the phase plots) [19]; it
was set at gNasoma = 800 nS. For a somatic area of 2000 μm2 (corresponding to a 30 μm by
20 μm cylinder), this value corresponds to a conductance density of 400 pS/μm2. The somatodendritic compartment is connected to the AIS compartment by a resistance Ra. As shown in
Fig 11, this value determines the maximum dV/dt in the first component of the somatic phase
plot (by Ohm’s law, it is inversely proportional to Ra), and we chose Ra = 4.5 MO. This value
corresponds to the onset of the AIS, close to the soma (rather than the distal initiation site),
that is, the closest location where we expect to see a full spike at spike initiation. Finally, spike
threshold is determined by the product gNaaxon.Ra [11], and we chose gNaaxon = 1200 nS
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Fig 12. Two-compartment model. (A) Equilibrium values of the gating variables for the Na (left) and K (right)
channels. (B) Voltage trace (left) and phase plot (right) of a somatic spike. (C) Voltage trace (left) and phase
plot (right) of an AIS spike. (D) Left: Peak current recorded in somatic voltage-clamp as a function of holding
voltage. Right: Na current in the AIS (blue) and soma (orange) during a spike in current-clamp.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g012

accordingly. For an AIS area of 50 μm2, this corresponds to a conductance density of about
7500 pS/μm2. Again, this value should be considered as an effective value and an overestimation of true conductance density, because distal channels have a greater impact on spike
threshold and therefore require less conductance (Ra is greater at the distal end).
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With these parameter values, which are all within reasonable physiological ranges, we can
see on Fig 12B that the model exhibits sharp somatic spikes (onset rapidness: 17 ms-1) and a
biphasic somatic phase plot, while in the AIS (Fig 12C) spikes are smooth. The model also has
a discontinuous current-voltage relationship measured in somatic voltage-clamp (Fig 12D,
left), as experimentally observed [15]. Finally, despite the order of magnitude difference
between somatic and axonal Na conductance densities, total Na influxes in the AIS and in the
soma are comparable (50% larger in AIS; Fig 12D, right), as experimentally observed [21].
This occurs because the total conductances over each of the two compartments are in fact
comparable. In detail, spike shape is not identical to measurements and this is expected given
the simplicity of the model, but all features of sharp spike initiation are present even though
the transmission of the axonal spike to the soma is purely resistive.

Discussion
By examining multicompartmental Hodgkin-Huxley models of spike initiation that reproduce
the sharp onset of somatic spikes, we have found that active backpropagation and capacitive
currents have no role in this phenomenon. Previous studies proposed that active channels
between the initiation site and the soma increase spike onset rapidness. We have shown that
entirely suppressing those currents has no effect on somatic onset rapidness. It has also been
proposed that spike onset rapidness is further increased by the capacitance of the somatodendritic compartment [7,20]. We have shown that the increased somatic onset rapidness with
larger capacitances observed in models is an artifact resulting from measuring phase slope at a
fixed arbitrary value of dV/dt. When defined as the phase slope in the linear part of the phase
plot, somatic onset rapidness does not change when capacitance is increased beyond a critical
value. Finally, somatic onset rapidness can be directly predicted from spike shape at the distal
initiation site (as maximum phase slope). Therefore, the sharpness of somatic spike onset in
these models does not result from the properties of spike propagation, but rather of spike
initiation.
The biophysical models examined in this study were precisely those used in a previous
study to support the backpropagation hypothesis [7], as well as an independent biophysical
model, more tightly constrained by experimental data [12]. Thus, no known biophysical
model currently supports the backpropagation account of spike initiation sharpness. Instead,
our analysis supports a biophysical explanation based on resistive coupling between the soma
and the initiation site, where the soma effectively clamps the voltage at the start of the axon at
spike initiation. According to this account, and as we have shown in these models, the main
current opposing the Na current at spike initiation is not the transmembrane K current (i.e.,
mostly the leak), but the axial resistive current between the soma and initiation site. As a result,
spikes initiate by the soma and AIS forming an electrical dipole, with current flowing between
the two poles and charging the soma. Therefore, the phenomenon is not well modeled by the
propagation of an electrical wave, with a dipole travelling from AIS to soma, since the size of
the dipole (wavelength) is the entire distance to be travelled. The observed delay between axonal and somatic spikes is thus better understood as a charging time than a propagation delay.
One implication is that spike initiation is not a local axonal event, and therefore its characteristics are determined by the properties of the soma-AIS system, in particular its geometry. Specifically, the sharpness of spike initiation arises from the geometrical heterogeneity of that
system. It could be opposed that small neurons would then been expected to display smooth
spike initiation. For example, cerebellar granule cells have a capacitance of just 3–4 pF [22]
(corresponding to about 300 μm2 of membrane). However, these cells also have very thin
axons, with a diameter of about 0.2–0.3 μm [23,24], and therefore the somatodendritic area is
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Fig 13. Sharpness of spike initiation in a small simulated neuron (axon diameter: 0.3 μm). (A) Action
potential in the axon (blue) and distal AIS (orange; dotted: with no somatic Na channels). (B) Corresponding
phase plot of the action potential, showing onset rapidness greater than 50 ms-1 (inset).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0175362.g013

still relatively large in comparison. Fig 13 shows indeed that with this geometry, the model still
displays sharp spike initiation. Experimentally, hippocampal dentate granule cells, another
type of granule cell, have a distinct kink at spike onset [25].
Although our primary goal was to examine the biophysical basis of sharp initiation in models previously used to support the backpropagation account, we have found that the conclusion
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is robust to parameter changes. In Figs 5 and 7, Na conductance density was varied by a factor
2; in Fig 8, the phenomenon was shown to resist changes in intracellular resistivity over one
order of magnitude; in Figs 9, 10 and 13, somatodendritic size was varied over two orders of
magnitude; AIS geometry was varied in Fig 11. In addition, we observed the same phenomenon in the simple model (Fig 2, left), in the more detailed multicompartmental model (Fig 2,
middle), in an independent biophysical model based on patch-clamp recordings of layer 5
pyramidal cells (Figs 2, 4 and 6, right), and in a two-compartment model (Fig 12).
In a simplified two-compartment model representing the soma-AIS dipole, it was previously shown that spikes are initiated abruptly if the product of axial resistance and maximum
Na conductance exceeds a critical value [11]. Phenomenologically (but not biophysically), the
corresponding model is mathematically quasi-equivalent to the cooperative gating model of
spike initiation [3] and therefore shares all its functional properties. A major common feature
between these two models, supported by our analysis of the biophysical models and by experiments [15], is that peak axonal current varies abruptly with somatic voltage, while current
latency is inversely related to the difference between somatic voltage and threshold. A specific
feature of the resistive model, also observed in the biophysically detailed models, is that
increasing axial resistance, and therefore reducing axial currents, makes the neuron more
excitable. This feature has been previously suggested to underlie structural tuning of the AIS
[26].
As we have mentioned, an alternative hypothesis is that Na channels in the AIS cooperate,
so that they effectively open all at once when the axonal voltage exceeds a threshold [3]. Cooperative activation has been demonstrated in calcium [27,28], potassium [29] and HCN channels [30], and in pharmacologically altered Na channels of cardiac myocytes [31]. It should
appear in AIS phase plots as a very large increase in dV/dt at spike initiation [5], with a
biphasic phase plot if only part of the channels (e.g. the Nav1.6 subtype) cooperate [32]. However, phase plots of spikes recorded in axonal blebs near the AIS are monophasic, with a gradual increase with voltage as expected with non-cooperative channels [7,33]. In isolated blebs,
TTX has no effect on half-activation voltage of Na channels, whereas cooperativity predicts an
increase [34]. It has been opposed that cooperativity may depend on the intact cytoskeleton of
the AIS, which might be disrupted in axonal blebs [6], but the axonal bleb recordings were performed simultaneously with somatic recordings, which did exhibit a distinct kink at spike
onset. Finally, voltage traces recorded in whole cell patch clamp in intact axons appear very
similar to axonal bleb recordings and show no sign of cooperativity, with a smooth spike onset
at the AIS [35]. We conclude that at this date there is no evidence of cooperativity of Na channels in the AIS.
The cooperativity hypothesis was also motivated by the observation of input-output properties of cortical neurons that are not well accounted for by the standard account of spike initiation [10], in particular the fact that cortical neurons can transmit very high input frequencies
[9]. The backpropagation account only addresses somatic spike shape, but not spike initiation
per se. The critical resistive coupling model addresses both aspects because it is mathematically
almost equivalent to the cooperativity model, although it has a different biophysical basis
(axial resistance in the resistive model corresponds to channel coupling in the cooperativity
model) and makes different predictions in the axonal initiation site.
We now discuss experimental evidence regarding the critical resistive coupling hypothesis,
starting with the notion that the somatodendritic compartment is a current sink for the initiation site. First, the initiation site is very close to the soma, as previously noted, and axonal
diameter is small compared to the soma, especially if the conductance load of the dendritic
tree is considered [36]. Thus, biophysical theory predicts that the soma is a current sink for the
initiation site [11], i.e., that most Na current entering the AIS flows to the soma, producing a
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voltage gradient between the two sites. This prediction is backed up by several lines of evidence. First, there is generally no voltage gradient across the two sites between spikes, but this
gradient rises to about 7 mV near spike initiation due to the opening of Na channels [35], a
value close to the theoretical prediction of ka (Boltzmann slope factor of Na channel activation)
[11]. Second, axonal outside-out patch-clamp recordings show that there is little K current
flowing during the rising phase of the AIS spike [12]. Third, Na imaging experiments show
that the peak of Na influx during a spike occurs at an axonal position closer to the soma than
the initiation site [37]. This is indeed expected if most Na current flows to the soma, because
voltage then increases monotonously with distance from the soma (spatial gradient of voltage
is proportional to axial current), so that spikes are initiated at the distal end of the AIS even
though Na channel density may be lower.
Thus, there is convincing experimental evidence that the soma acts as a current sink for the
initiation site, with most Na current flowing directly to the soma. Evidence that the product of
axial resistance and Na conductance is large enough to produce an abrupt opening of Na channels is most directly provided by somatic voltage-clamp experiments, which show a discontinuity in the measured current-voltage relationship [15,16], although a finer resolution in the
voltage commands would be desirable (voltage resolution is generally 5 mV). In practice,
somatic voltage-clamp recordings are complicated by the fact that currents can be very large,
and the precision of voltage clamping is limited to the product of current and uncompensated
series resistance. Electrode artifacts could produce a discontinuity in observed current-voltage
relationships when there is actually none. This cannot be the case in the data of [16], since they
used different electrodes for current passing and voltage measurement (two-electrode voltageclamp). This was also not the case in [15] because continuous currents of the same magnitude
were observed when axonal channels were inactivated with a prepulse. In that study, currents
were reduced by applying a small dose of TTX. Indirect evidence about the discontinuous
opening of Na channels, including somatic spike onset and input-output properties, is
reviewed in [10]. Finally, the comparison of somatic onset rapidness and axonal phase slope
also matches theoretical predictions (Fig 6D), although more experimental recordings would
be required to test these predictions.
To test the critical resistive coupling theory more directly, one would need to manipulate
the axial resistance between soma and initiation site. The neuron should be more excitable
when axial resistance is increased, but the current transmitted to the soma should decrease.
If the resistance were decreased very substantially, spike initiation should become smooth
instead of sharp. We list here several experimental possibilities, chemical and mechanical,
although none is particularly easy to perform. Intracellular resistivity could be changed by
manipulating the ionic composition of the intracellular medium. This is difficult because it
must be compensated by corresponding changes in the extracellular medium to preserve
osmotic equilibrium, without disturbing reversal potentials, but the extracellular and intracellular media cannot be modified simultaneously. In a similar way, extracellular resistance
could be manipulated: although typically neglected in models, it has the effect of increasing
the total axial resistance. For example, Hodgkin demonstrated that conduction velocity
decreased when the axon was immersed in oil, which reduces the water volume around the
axon to a thin layer [38]. A similar experiment could be done to test changes in excitability.
Another idea is to use osmotic pressure to change the diameter of the axon, thereby changing total axial resistance. However, it is possible that the dense cytoskeleton of the AIS provides rigidity so that changes in shape might be limited to the soma. Finally, pinching the
base of the axon with two glass pipettes would increase axial resistance, and it has been done
with dendrites [39]. All of these experimental ideas are challenging, but not impossible in
principle.
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In conclusion, biophysical modeling and experimental evidence support the notion that, in
neurons with an AIS, normal spike initiation results from the interplay between the Na current
and the resistive axial current flowing between the AIS and soma, rather than between local
transmembrane Na and K (leak) currents as in somatic and ectopic initiation (in an axon far
from the soma). This means that the mechanism of spike initiation is not local to the axon, but
rather occurs through the formation of a resistively coupled soma-AIS dipole. This situation
occurs because of the large variation in geometry and biophysical properties over a small spatial scale. Accordingly, at least in the biophysical models that we have examined, the kink at
somatic spike onset results from strong coupling of the soma-AIS system, rather than from an
artifact of somatic recording.

Materials and methods
Detailed neuron models
We used two spatially extended neuron models described in [7], a simple model of a cylindrical soma and a cylindrical 50 μm long axon (diameter 1 μm) available on ModelDB [40] and a
morphologically detailed model based on a reconstruction of a cortical pyramidal cell (personal communication of Prof. Yuguo Yu). We also used a multicompartmental model of a
pyramidal cell described in [12], also available on ModelDB. These models were implemented
in Neuron 7.4 [41] with time step 1 μs and analyzed in Python. In Fig 3, the extracellular field
was computed with the standard line source method [42,43], with extracellular conductivity
σ = 0.3 S.m-1, and simulated with the NeuronEAP Python library [44].

Morphology
The simple model consists of an axon modeled as a cylinder of length 50 μm and diameter
1 μm, and a soma modeled as a cylinder of variable length and diameter (the bleb and dendrite were not included unless stated otherwise). In Figs 2 and 6, the soma has diameter
20 μm and length 30 μm. In Figs 4 and 5, soma size was varied with equal length and diameter. In one case (Fig 4C and 4D), we kept the dendrite of length 3000 μm and diameter 5 μm
(60 segments).
The first morphologically detailed model [7] is based on a reconstructed layer 5 cortical
pyramidal cell. The axon consists of a 10 μm long axon hillock, with diameter tapering from
4.8 μm to 1.2 μm, connected to an initial segment of diameter 1.2 μm and length 40 μm, followed by a 500 μm myelinated axon with 5 nodes of Ranvier separated by 100 μm. The second
morphologically detailed model [12] is also based on a reconstructed layer 5 cortical pyramidal
cell, and we used the model as described in that reference.

Channel properties
Passive properties were set as in [7]: specific membrane capacitance Cm = 0.75 pS/μm2, intracellular resistivity Ri = 150 O.cm, specific membrane resistance Rm = 30,000 O.cm2, leak reversal potential EL = -70 mV, membrane time constant τ = 22.5 ms. In the simple model, Na
conductance densities were 8000 pS/μm2 in the axon, 0 or 800 pS/μm2 in the soma and 20 pS/
μm2 in the dendrite. In the morphologically detailed model, Na conductance densities were
8000 pS/μm2 in the hillock and in the axon initial segment, 800 pS/μm2 in the soma and 100
pS/μm2 in dendrites. In the simple model, we only included Na and potassium channels; in
the morphologically detailed model, we used all the channels present in the original model.
Detailed channel kinetics and properties of other channels are described in [7].
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In Fig 11 we moved all channels involved in spike generation (Na and potassium) to a single
compartment while maintaining the same total conductance. As the initial segment consists of
10 compartments, this corresponds to multiplying conductance densities by 10 in the target
compartment and setting them to 0 in all other compartments.

Two-compartment model
The two-compartment model represents the soma and the axon initiation site, coupled by
axial resistance Ra = 4.5 MO. Capacitances are Cs = 250 pF for the soma, in the range of values
measured in layer 5 pyramidal neurons of rats [45], and Ca = 5 pF for the axon. The axonal
value was chosen empirically, as in reality axon impedance is highly frequency-dependent.
Leak conductance is 12 nS (corresponding to a 20 ms membrane time constant) and leak
reversal potential is -80 mV.
For ionic channels, we deliberately used the simplest possible models so as to show that the
sharpness of spikes does not result from subtle aspects of their detailed properties (Fig 12A).
Na channel activation is modeled with first-order kinetics, half-activation -25 mV, Boltzmann
slope 6 mV, time constant 100 μs (voltage-independent). Na channel inactivation is considered
independent with time constant 0.5 ms, half-inactivation voltage -35 mV, Boltzmann slope 6
mV. K channels are also modeled with first-order kinetics, half-activation -15 mV, Boltzmann
slope 4 mV, time constant 2 ms. Total Na conductance is 800 nS in the soma and 1200 nS in
the axon; total K conductance is 2200 nS in the soma and 1200 nS in the axon.
The model was simulated with the Brian simulator 2.0 [46].

Analysis
Voltage-clamp. In voltage-clamp measurements, the soma was clamped to a holding
potential and the current was measured and corrected for the leak current with the P/n protocol, as in [15,47]. The peak current is shown as a function of holding potential.
Phase slope. The standard way of measuring onset rapidness is to calculate the slope of
the phase plot (dV/dt vs V) at a certain value of dV/dt (typically 5–20 mV/ms). In real somatic
recordings, the phase plot is approximately linear over a wide enough range of dV/dt values,
so that the exact choice is not critical [8] (see Fig 2F therein). However, in models where morphological parameters are varied over several orders of magnitude, the phase plot can be linear
around different values of dV/dt (Fig 10). Therefore, we defined onset rapidness as the phase
slope in the linear part of the phase plot, which corresponds to the maximum phase slope.
When the spike is regenerated at the soma (somatic Na channels), there are two local maxima
and we choose the smaller one (closer to spike onset).
Theoretical prediction of onset rapidness. From the resistive coupling hypothesis, we
can derive a theoretical prediction about somatic onset rapidness. We first assume that the
major somatic current at spike initiation is the axonal current, so that the membrane equation
reads:
C

dV
¼I
dt

where C is membrane capacitance. Phase slope is then:
d2 V
=dV dI
dt 2
¼ =I
dt
dt
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The resistive coupling hypothesis postulates that the axonal current is a resistive current:
I¼

Va

V
Ra

where Va is axonal voltage and Ra is axial resistance between the two sites. It follows that:
somatic phase slope ¼

dVa
=ðVa
dt

VÞ

Assuming further that the axonal spike develops before the somatic spike, we consider that
V is close to spike threshold. Onset rapidness is defined as the maximum phase slope (for the
first component), as discussed above, and therefore should correspond to the maximum value
of the formula above. Graphically, this maximum corresponds to the slope of a tangent to the
axonal phase slope, starting from threshold (Fig 10B, right). This value is in fact close to the
maximum axonal phase slope. A simplified theoretical prediction is thus that somatic onset
rapidness (or “initial phase slope”) approximately equals maximum axonal phase slope.

Supporting information
S1 Movie. Extracellular field during an action potential in the simplified model. Top: extracellular field around the neuron, represented in white (large cylinder: soma; thin cylinder:
axon). Bottom, left: membrane potential at the axon end (green) and at the soma (orange).
Bottom, right: dV/dt vs. V at the axon end and at the soma.
(AVI)
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